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The Canadian Association of Pipeline Utility Locating Contractors (“CAPULC”) provides leadership,
promotes safety, and works to enhance the value and reputation of the underground facility locating
industry in Canada. CAPULC is further responsible for establishing and sanctioning the minimum health,
safety, and environmental protection standards that govern the locating industry and its members’
business operations.
As part of these responsibilities, CAPULC is working in partnership with industry stakeholders to
recognize Locators as an important occupation in an effort to standardize the industry in Canada.
Through this mandate, CAPULC has reviewed available locator training programs, and endorses Locate
Management’s “Underground Facility Locator (UFL) Certificate Program” (the “Program”) as being of
superior quality.
The Program adheres to the Underground Facility Locator Competency Cycle (the “UFL Competency
Cycle”) which consists of three stages:
1. Knowledge development (preferably industry specific) course(s),
2. Industry specific field training (practical hands-on and on-the-job training), and
3. Industry specific final assessment (verification of knowledge and skills).
The Underground Facility Locator's Field Task Competency Manual (the “UFL Manual”) represents
the third and final stage in the UFL Competency Cycle. The UFL Competency Cycle and the UFL Manual
are endorsed and published by CAPULC.
Locate Management is offering the Program as follows:
Step 1: Complete an online Line Locator knowledge course(s).
Step 2: Complete a 2-Day Locator Field training course.
Step 3: Initial Assessment(s), utilizing the UFL Manual.

DISCLAIMER
The within endorsement is for information only, and CAPULC makes no representations, warranties, or
guarantees about the Program. Before deciding to enroll in the Program, individuals should conduct their
own due diligence with respect to the Program and should not solely rely upon CAPULC’s endorsement.
CAPULC assumes no responsibility whatsoever, for any injury, loss or damage arising from this
endorsement or from the Program itself.
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